
….and the opportunity we have to create the future we want
Welcome to the Exponential Productivity Revolution (XPR)





What does the future need   
+ expect of us? 

What are we each in a unique
position to create + contribute 
to it? 

?



Three lenses to view



DEMANDING MORE…

Quality |  Innovation | Transparency | Personalization | Speed | Discovery  | Safety

Time |  Energy |  Complexity |  Loyalty |  Attention |  Patience |  Trust |  Money  



Even before the pandemic… 

Source: BCG | Boston Consulting Group Thriving in the 2020’s



Artificial Intelligence
VR + AR + MR 
Sensors + IoT

H/M + B/C Interfaces 
Robotics + RPA
Distributed Web
Cybersecurity

Drones
3D+ Printing

Biotech/Engineering
5G

Quantum Computing

?



THE FORCES SHAPING THE NEW ECONOMY: 

one percent in:
exponential inflection

Increasing digital reliance for work, 
well-being and “life-ing”

better balance btw
economy + planet

equity, justice 
+ accessibility 

Redressing systemic biases and 
growing inequities

responsibility 
+ anxiety

A deeper understanding of ourselves, 
our capacities and our support networks
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5 Youthquake powershift

greater resilience +
support systems

Greater appreciation for our consumptive 
behavior on planetary health



the future 
of society?

Source:



the future of 
business?

Source:



“You can’t trust your judgment if your 
imagination is out of focus.”

MARK TWAIN



Shaping the Enterprise of the Future 
will require our attention in all these areas:  

actively addressing climate stability 

attracting/accelerating talent development and upskilling

addressing systemic biases: gender, race, ethnicity, age…  

investing in digital transformation and new technologies

transforming business model and revenue delivery
navigating shifting regulations and international policies

cultivating a more resilient, agile, respectful culture

fortifying the overall wellbeing of self, teams and society









vs leadership



Predictability ->>

Efficiency ->>

Siloed ->>

Extraction ->>

Planning  ->>

Incremental  ->>

Growth ->>

Winning ->>

Curiosity 

Empathy

Ecosystems

Contribution

Preparing

Audacious

Value

Caring



?
What does the future need   
+ expect of you? 

What are you in a unique
position to create + contribute 
to it? 



“Your playing small does not 
serve the world .”

M. WILLIAMSON



THANK YOU 
NancyGiordano.com

PlayBigInc.com

Leadering.us


